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Automatic Inkjet Coding Machine 
with Conveyor
This is an “ANSAR” make INKJET Coding Machine model PRO S for 

printing on porous & non-porous surfaces like PET, metal, plastic, 

wood & paper. It can be used for printing on bottles, caps, labels, 

boxes, bags etc. It has the following unique features -

    Cartridge is suitable for 2.5 lakhs to 2.75 lakhs prints of three

    lines each which makes it extremely cost effective.

    Display of the printer of 3.5 inch LCD screen with LED back light

    User interface has a simple and easy to use operating system

    Input device is a pocket sized IR remote key pad

    Available  languages are Chinese, English, German, Spanish etc,

    Size of the of the printer is 119 mm x 78.8 mm x 76.0 mm

    Weight is 550 gms

    Mounting orientation can be horizontal or vertical

  Operating temperature is 5 degrees Celsius to 50 degrees 

Celsius

    Data interface is RS485, USB port

  Can be integrated with FFS machines, band sealers, taping 

machines and other packing machines for printing on labels, 

bags and pouches.

  The most significant advantage of the U2-ProS and TIJ printers in 

general is that they are virtually zero maintenance devices. 

Once a cartridge is exhausted, it merely has to be replaced with 

a new piece. There is no ink reservoir, make-up or complicated 

parts that need regular replacement like most large character 

or CIJ printers.
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